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The Ledger witnessed with pride the departure of

Ft. Thomay., July 2. You five gallons of syrup. Then tell
Co. L, K. N. C., last Saturday afternoon for the mobilizemothers, wives, sisters, sweet- the clerk you want 315 pounds of Washington, July 3.—Confi- Lexington, Ky., July 2. Gen.
hearts and friends at home, how colTee, 900 pounds of sugar, 140 dence in their ability to main- Roger D. Williams, commander tion camp at Ft. Thomas. This company with more than oue
would you liktiti hitt 4,000 sol- pounds of condensed milk, forty- tain the National Guardsmen of the Kentucky Brigade of the hundred stalwart young citizens, largely composed of Mur
dier boys, all suffering from ac- five quarts of vinegar., forty- caNed into service on the Mexi- National Guards, has received a ray and Calloway county boys, and each one a rich, reiute appetites, drop in this morn- five quarts of pickles and thirty- can border in good general letter from Capt. H. L. Casey,
ono 2-ounce bottles of lemon ex- health and especially to protect formerly of the Second Regi- blooded American, leave in response to the call of a naing at your breakfast table?
them absolutely from typhoid ment, K. N. G., who is in charge tion of freemen. Their leaving is a full measure of devotract.
were
you
And if by any chance
the dread of all soldiers, of the Fort Bliss Remount Stafever,
picking
be
to
seems
Business
meal,
one
able to feed them at
is
by the army medi- tion, in which he calls attention tion to country and flag, and if duty calls them to defend the
expressed
out
Jerk
on.
up,
so
keep
right
their
bow would you feel about
remaining for dinner with you? the old salt barrel and take 180 cal officers. This belief is based to some of the difficulties which honor of their country every life will be willingly sacrifir,
And would you feel equal to the pounds of the bitter crystal. Al- on the remarkable results obtain- will be encountered in a war ed upon the sand wastes of Mexican territory, and thetask of feeding them again at so get eleven pounds of pepper, ed in the case of the regular with Mexico. The letter follow- Ledger is
convinced that in event of such sacrifice history
ed a telegram from Capt. Casey
supper, remembering at the 630 ounces of cinnamon, and tell troops.
to
will record a story of achievement and heroism not sursame time the morrow will gath- the clerk to pitch in 180 pounds Surgeon Gen. Gorges has com- asking that he he assigned
was
and
Brigade,
Kentucky
piled
past
year
the
the
statistice
for
must
your
guests
for
soap,
of
breakyour
er them again about
by any company of men within the ranks of the
home here passed
fast table as hungry as though wash the real Mate from their allowing that in the entire Unit- sent to Gen. Williams'
when he khaki-clad army'.---We have faith in their ability to sostyou never had given them a bite? faces:and hands before they tit ed States army there were but and was read by him
his ter the art of arms; we have faith in their courage; we
from
By way of a friendly tip, in down at your table. Then get eight cases of typhoid, a condi- ran over to Lexington
few
a
for
Thomas
order to better prepare you to twenty-eight dozen towels, twe- tion the more unusual from the duties at Fort
have faith in their devotion to their county and their wilin part
moet such an emergency should nty eight dozen scrubbing brush- fact that the soldiers were scat- hours. The letter
lingness to defend its honor, and we have faith in the
NIlows
occasion arise, be it known unto es, fourteen dozen boxes safety tered around the world -in Alasmount
your
get
to
better
righteousness of the cause which calls them to arms.
you, housewives, your grocery- matches, twenty-eight brooms ka, along the Gulf coast, in Pan- "It's
acalready
be
will
They
In
here.
the
ama,
in
Haw.
Philippines,
scruban
of
equal
and
number
solve
to
begin
won't
man's stock
With their going leaves a burden of responsibility upbe able to
the problem for you. If, by any bing soap. And finally, on your au i and even in China—under all &mated and will
sod The ivor i es-citizens-of-this city and county, not equally as great as
chance, a khaki-clad army, as way home, drop by the ice plant sorts of varying coditions of stand this climate
get.
they
food
the burden assumed by the boys themselves, but a burdew
large as the National Guard now and order 4,700 pounds-of the climate and habitation. This
from ourith
horse
a
takes
"It
the
attenhas
result
attracted
liquid.
frozen
should
Thomas,
Ft.
quartered at
sixty days to get at calls 6Fpatriotism upon the part of every stay-atsipper at your home as unexpect- You have ordered your sup- tion of Sir William Oiler, who country about
gen- in conditiofi for service, and iota!home citizen. In the first place Co. L. left without col-ed quests, get busy. Comman- plies now, so hurry home and h is written to the surgeon
what
of them die. So take my advice'ors.
on
Would it not express a beautiful sentiment for .
deer all the younger sons of the get busy on the cooking job. eral congratulating him
good horses. I as
any
bring
don't
posand
im
almost
bean
to
appesied
corps
a
you
will
need
Probably
the
of
end
homes aroundsyour
silk flag and send to the
thing you will need is a m urraY to procure a handsome
town and levy on the goods in of assistants in the: "mess" sible.task—the practical exter- • ..orle
shoes. This country is ; boys/ Who can tell what deeds might be inspired in the
all the meet shops, bakeries, ice room of your home, but even mination of typhoid fever as a lot of
on shoes. The shoes you ; hearts of the defenders by'the knowledge that the color.—
awful
soldiers'
disease.
plants, wholesale groceries, dai- then you will have to keep right
in the morning and
off
take
only
the
prophyNot
typhoid
on the job. If you don't your
ries and shops to be fpuad.
the American nab°.
side of the room by of their company not only represent
one
on
put
the
but
laxis,
training
thorough
In the first place you will need guests may leap the bounds oe l
curl up and be on the but that they represented the love and devotion of the
exactly $1,200 to buy enough food propriety and charge the "eatlof the medical officers in sanita- night will
We have to keep folks at home? A flag by all means, and let it be
side.
other
suftion
and
by
backed
hygiene,
supplies for one day. As the fam- joint" even as they do here in
with harness,
doped
shoes
our
into
ficient
authority
military
ily strong box probably does not Fort Thomas when rations are
soft. This 1 cured and forwarded to the boys at once. Who will vol.
them
keep
to
soap
of
orthe
their
execution
sure
contain that much coinage of the not forthcoming.
is hell on eyes. I know ,nnteer to champion the move? The Ledger has one dolrealm, it might be a good idea Yes, feeding 4,000 Kentucky ders, is held to be responsible country
know what a dust storm'
you
that
their
And
splendid
for
showing.
for the fund and more if necessary.
to loot a couple of small banks boys, all of them hungry from
we have one every day,
Well,
is.the
army
surgeons
they
declare
no
*bile on the way to-fife' grocer- exercise and outdoor life, is
Providing colors for the company will be the least duty to nest&small job. All of--them are ; are confident of their ability to and sometimes in the night.
ies and shops.
Among the members of Co. L. are a number of men who imem.......
104 in the shade to- form.
-Then start to buying your sup- young and there's nothing wrong extend the same degree of Pro- -----“Itwas
to the National Guards- day and 140 in the sun. Some wives and children absolutely dependent upon them for support. Thew
plies. Actual figures. based upon with their appetites, judging I tection
called to defend the homes of America and respenial
a glance through the commis- from the way they charge the men and to any Federal volun-, heat. You know, we are only Amen have been
few miles from' the place where without a whimper. They are engaged in the defense of your keine
tents whenever mess hour I teers that may be called out.
sary books of Kentcky mobiliza- mess ten
the man died went to hell and and your business interests just as much as ni the defense of the homes
tion camp here, show that you rats around. If ever Mexicans I A
'
by
was
meeting
commenced
his
eio will need 1,800 pound of bacon are intrenched in fortifications l theBaptist church of Hazel last that night sent back for
and the business iaterests along the Mexican border. The fact dm*
blanket.,,
for the breakfast meal. While that balk for a time the Amen,
you are more or less isolated from the bandit infested border can Bei
to;Sunday and will continue for
I have been studying the
you are ordering, however, it cans there is one sure way
advanced as argument that your interests are not also in jeopardy._
several weeks. Rev. L. D. Summachine gun. I put in all my be
might be just as well to order take them—build a mess tent i
of
asArk.,
is
concerns of every character are rehostile; mers,
Blythsville,
spare time with the Twentieth Throughout the republic business
sujoplies for three meals at once. directly in front of the
sisting
the
pasRev.
Spaulding,
S. After you get your bacon (you'll lines and let the buglers of the tor. The services are being Infantry machine gun company. leasing men for duty in the army on fall pay and assaraace that disk
the
call
will be held open for them. That is patriotism on the part
I trust you will try to get me a p
have to carry it home the best Kentucky guard sound
a
held
tent
in
the
adjoining
home
my
is
charge
with
commission
way you can) tell the butcher to to mess. Pickett's
,
of the stay-at-home citizen. In many instances business concerns
troops. I know there will be not only allowed men full pay but are also making monthly allowancs
hand you 1,300 pounds of fresh forgotten and almost fades into church propertye .
officers who will not pass the exbeef across his meat block. Also oblivion compared with the rush- p. amination and some who will to families of enlisted men. What is Murray and Calloway county g.tell him to give you about 180 es these Kentucky boys can the 4.000 youngsters in cam
vilk
Murray and Calloway county
pounds of lard, seventy pounds make when something to eat is Of course, the officers live in not want to come in the service. ing to do with the dependent familes of
separate houses and have their -It will take a long time to boys who have answered the call of the nation? The Ledger appeals
of butter (you'll need it for cook- the reward to be captured.
equal
an
ing purposes) and about
The job of feeding the guards- private cooks and private mes- get Mexico settled. It will be to the citizenship of this city and county to respond promptly and gemoleomarof
umber of pounds
men. however, is being done'ees, where something more than no picnic on this border. You erously to this call fee'help. SPAirssiimise will be an ad 41 pa
head out on the
garine.
systematically and thoroughl at the substantial potatoes, bacon,- can't stick your
sum
A
citizen.
every
of
duty
responsible
and which is but the
sm,
eri
taksomeone
front without
Now you want some bread. Fort Thomas. There is no con-; coffee and beef is served. Deli- riv
maintain these families should be readily subscribed arsi
And when you ask for some fusion in the commissary de-i cacies of the season are served ing a shot at it. We are getting suffient to
but at their own expense, tired of it and hope the ball will'sboule be paid in monthly installments daring the entire time of the arcbread, you mean SOME bread. partment here—supplies are or- I them, b
Tell the baker to give you 5,061 dered in good time and in good.; for, be it known unto you, the start soon."
teal service of the men. Will Murray and Calloway citizens do this?
pounds of his lightbread and if ly measure. Maj. Jackson Mor- i Government allows only 27 cents
you agree to pay each month during the enlistment of
threshing is in full pro- How much will
Wheat
each
(lay
a
of
l
for
the
rations
to
weigh
how
know
not
does
he
ris, of the Quartermaster Corps,
these men who have families? Who will lake ihe responsibility and
gress with only fair yield.
It, just tell him to slip you about Is the boss ration man, and sees man in the service.
raise this fund for the maintenance of these wives and children? It can
,300 loaves of the long variety. to it that ;supplies are bought 1 ------ - --- +*""+ be done, it must be done, it will be done.
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Of course the soldier boys want and distributed into the proper'arnsFarfaral0~0044+11+1,
1 0444144
o0
vegetables of some kind, stale channels by w-hich they reach It:
Mayfield and Fulton
Paducah,
of
Our neighbor cities
though they be. So sign up at the hungry feeling within each It
•
sr
la each held big preparedness parades last Tuesday. Thos once for about 337 pounds of and every soldier.
+
ands of citizens of these splendid towns paraded the streets
beans, 225 pounds of rice, 1,125 Three regimental quartermas.
drank red
sun, sang "America" and then dnk
pounds of onions and 562 pounds tens attend to making correct reWilkins, who is canvassing the county in in the hot July
Bessie
Miss
of canned tomatoes.
Evidently these Kentuckians believe that the,quisitions for :getting supplies
made her'r.ePort some two lemonade.
of
the
interest
Ledger,
the
.
_
4
ssaney
yeti
You have only started
-settle the difficult- Mexicalk:for their units—Capt.
tulter-have been placed iproper method to employ-to
ishmen have a reputation for Smith, for the First Regiment; weeks ago aird—all-IYayments-tnadeof their home town and .
streets
the
parade
'problem is to
fighting, so soldiers naturally Capt. Matt S. Walton, fir the to the credit of the subscribers. Those who have paid
"Go on, boys." Not a company of National
must be kinsmen. So you best Second Regiment. and Capt. Ar. Miss Wilkins since that date will have their credits placed sing out,
l district outside of Co.
had order some Irish patotoes. I thur G. Chapman, for the Third , as quickly as possible. Those who have paid will notice Guards in the First congressiona
Murray. That's what we call preparedness and paHow many do you think you will Regiment.
by reference to the yellow labels appearing on their pa- L.,
big P's.
need for one day's rations? Cer- The three remaining units of
each week that proper credit has been given, Miss triotism with
00
tainly you never would guess, so the Kentucky brigade—the Am.. pers
many kindnesses'
"In the crisis affecting Mexico and the United States,
take a peep aesthe Kentucky bri- bulance Company and First Field Wilkins appreciates very much the
gade's commissary dbooks and tiospitai, fnim Louisville, and shown her in these matters, and the Ledger joins with
-'which assumed its -most threatening proportions in July
see. Tel:: este leek at the-le:*the Signal Corps. from Leiting-S tber in extending thanks to every patron of the paper who 1916, Murray was the only town in the 'Great Gibraltar
'
ures, draw a deep breath and ton, receive their supplies di- has been kind enough to. make payment of the amount district of Kentucky, composing thirteen large counties,.
then straighten up boldly and rect from Maj. Morris. Under due on subscription,
which promptly responded to the call to theco ors and sent
order 3,937 pounds of Irish po- the regimental quartermasters
flowers of its young manhood, armed and, equipped
to
make
try
the
SubseriptiOn
If you have not- paid YOtitftatoes. Don't worry about peel- there are in turn -company guarready and willing, if need be, to sacrifice their
battle,
for
when Miss Wilkins
ing them at once—that will come termasters who see that coma- ; preparations to meet the obligation
desert wastes of the land of the MOntezumas."
the
on
lives
re_
a
you
nies et the food supplies come eames to see you at your home. She *ill give
This note will doubtless be read with interest in the forthNext take a walk to the other ing it.. itosl, finally there are , ceipt for ev4ry dallar you pay and the yellow label on coming histories of Kentucky. Where were the inhabitside of the store and order 108 the coMparty cooks' and their your paper will show the date to which you pay. -M-Iss ants of our neighbor cities? dh, some of them were out,
pounds of prunes, 180 pounds of helpers, who prepare the rations:.Wilkins
wilkins is a splendid young lady, deserving any courtesy on dress parade on -tho... "glorious fourth," - while otherg,
jam, thirty-six pounds of evapo- for the boys in the trenches.
be shown. her and appreciates your help in her were feeding sandwitches and red lemonade to northern
rated peaches, an equel amount Such is the organization that ithat might
boys that happened to. pass thru. So mote it be. Even soand forty- deity Sttgpd,the task of fe2ding.work. Will you try and pay her when she comesito see you?t.
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POWERFUL DRIVE
MADE BY ALLIES

WILSON IN FIGHTING MOOD
Extetertive Declares People 0 This No
thin Should Se Just to Others
and
Demand Same Treatment.

WILL GIVE MEXICO
FEW MORE DAIS

CAVAL1MAEN ARE RELEASED
Negro Troopers Held at Careful
Have
Been Released and Are Safety
Out of Meanie.

GOOD FANCY CAKES WHY WOMEN
WRITE LETTERS

DELleACIES EASILY MADE BY
Philadelphla.---President Wilson,scribing himself as "In a fight
THE NONE COOK.
El MAO -The 'twenty three
ing
negro
FRIINCH AND BRITISH COMBINED mood," entinelated to a largo crowd In
troopers of the Teeth eavalry
who, at
Independence Rquare his eoecoption
HAVE CAPTURED 105000 (11R WASHINGTON WAITING FOR CAN Carrisal, Villa Allen:tad*, Chthuatutt
Lydia E. Kaki's= Me&
of sante of the cardinal Amer
City
and Juares, have been centrat Ns ReakJn Why They Should Nil Bit. To
ican
MAN PRISONIIRS.
ideals. lie declared that America, ig
RANA'S REPLY TO THE
figures In one of the most
Gel 'Thou ef the Professional Caciao Co.
striking
dealing with_othar nation* novet "Oft
-NOS&
abaatives of the Mexican itittletted, are
teree-Seetta Direetiens That
'Beate at whatever cost" Its princ
safely out of Mexico.
iplei
Are Werth Heeding.
of liberty, justice and humanity;
Survivors of an enatentent with
that
BRITISH ARE ENTHUSIASTIC "Ame
Women who are well often ask "Are
a
rica first" must be translated in
superior force, twice *toned
by mobs.
to action exalting above all selfish
The clever home cook can ttineter the letters which the Lydia E. l'inkham
more than once gripped with
In
Medic
are continually publishing,
the fear the making ef funey
tensely, and that the nation's policy
rakes without gen ine Co
of execution for their part in
uine?" "Are they truthful?"
Big Advance of Allies Continues With and deve
the Car- much ilifticulty,e The
lopment must be guided by
tools
meek
she
rie& light, and, lastly, objec
"Why do women write such letters?"
ts of inUnabated Energy and increasing
the whoie people and not by any
small War Department Putting Forth Every tercession by the president of the NV few, and it atily (infertile on her
In answer we say that never have we
caref
ulnet
group
a to [nuke the cake% gulls.
.
Gains-Two Villages Have
Effort Towards the Mobilisation
United States, they were 'brought
•
to
published a fictitious letter or name.
4.41ti it I In appettreneP (if Milto
Applause repeatedly interrupted the
n
the
from
border from Chlhaabua City on
Been Captured.
of the Mete Natienal
the enterers. If she be u good rake Never, knowingly, have we published
address The crowd liked particular
a special train and turned over
ly
untruthful letter, or one without the
to maker the home-made rake
Guards.
the president's declaration that Amen
can ex- en
Oen Bell, commander of the El
l
Paso cel the caterer's take
full and written consent of the wombs
London -The "big push" of the al- can principles mult
to deliciousness
be vindicated in
base
who wrote it.
lies continues with unabated energy dealing with other natio
of taste.
Washington -The state departme
ns, which as
With them came Lem H
nt
Rpitl
and Increasing gains. The Osmanli patently was interprete
sbury
,
laye
The reason that thousands of women
r
cube
Is
s
Appe
awai
nd on the icing
ting the receipt of Carransa's the Mormon scout, who
d as referring
guided Capt.
have been pushed steadily back until to the Mexican situa
tion. However, note and the war department Is bend- Boyd and his detachment over the for their elaborate attire/wane.. So, from all parts of the country write such
the French are within six mile, of Mr. Wilson did not
make en ordinary layer cake and put grateful letters to the Lydia Z. Pinkmention Mexico or ing every effort to move the national trail to Cerrizal. Spillsbury spen
t the It together with
Parana'. vital point on the main feed- any other foreign
ham Medicine Cu. Is that Lydia E. Pinkplai
d
to
the dealreil
the
nation directly.
border.
night at the home of his brother
here. Then prepare a stiff
ham's Vegetable Compound has brought
ing railroad of the Germans and the
"I believe." the president said, "that
Reports reached officials here that The troopers were
boile
d
icing
and
at Fort Bliss, awalt•
center of a system of radiating high• America, the country
health and happiness into their lives,
we put first in arransa's reply to the American de- ing orders from Gen. Punston at San cent the cube thickly with It.
roads They have captured the village our thoughts, should
The plan of trimming must he de- once burdened with pain and suffering.
be ready in every mand for a statement of his intentions Antonio.
of Carla and Pres and have broken point of policy and of actio
It has relieved women from some of
cided
on and the ingredieuts needIs
alrea
dy
in the heads of Senor Don
It was thought probable at milit
n to vim%
ary ed for it must he read
worst forms of female Ills, from dieInto the German second line of de- date at whatever
y beforphatel. the
cost the principles Plisse Arredondo. Mesican ambassa- headquarters the 23 troopers will
placernents. Inflammation, ulceration.
be
fences at a sum her of points. The of liberty, uf justice
:sad of humanity dor designate here, and that it Is be- kept at the jeort Bliss hospital until Floral deeorntions are decidedly at- inegulerit
ies, nervousness, weakness,
British have captured the village of to whit* we have,
tractive. They can he 'made with canb0i111 devoted from ing withheld from the state depart- all danger at Infection from disea
olomach troubles and from the blase.
se died roe* or violet
rricourt and pushed further east we ' the first
ment pending the receipt of citbl
petals, and with
have bees removed and thee
eIStoward the Itapaume-Perontle Wee,
be 41temi nd leaves of afore-Hew Vitro --It la impossible for any memo who
structions from Mexico(ity.
-Maisfeniti-111
n,
-21heIr varlosit-7etaa•-.troo, rid
road. which Is now less than seven
he used for foliage. Per reaps, 'le will and who
Otici before the Cat-rens* govern- mends,
allies away.
arrange four or five rose petals
suffered
t
ment sent a note to the embassy here
In bee Sayer
In the first 36 hours of their tricardy
mete shape. making a border of the to realise how these
and held It there for nearly a week
poor. suffering wodrive the Preach and !trifled had cap- Mexico Denies American Troo
ps the before It was presented to the state WAR WILL BE LAST RESORT roses (perhaps eight"or nine) around men feel when retured more than 9.500 German prism'
the top edge of the side of the cake,
Right to Invade its Territory and
department (*linens& was waiting for
stored to health;
ere, cleared 60 square miles of lerench
with stems going down the side.
' Questions Our Motives.
the psychological moment for its pres- President
Or their keen desire to
Wilson Declares That He three or four
territory of the invaders and have
rose* can be arranged In help other wome
entation.
Will Not Countenance War With
n
carried 11 villages on a complicated
a cluster on the top of the cake
Mexico Ctty.- leormal notice has
, in who are suffering as
Mexi
co
Unle
ss
Nece
ssar
y
series of entrenchments and redoubts, been served upon the
the
cente
r.
_
United States KAY MINIUM'
they did.
PASSES MIMI&
which the Germans have beat Mete government by the
Violets eatetleitlfranged in the same
de itatto governNew York.-President Wilson mad.
_
than 20 months conatructing.-_Sty
,
Mont of Meilen that the-presence
and sweet-peats can be formed
et-hilikii-1%vision for Dependen --- tt plain in his speech at the New York
Juelitteitid-thi Manager.
The British public still displays the American troops woul
by a careful arrangement of
t of NM
d not be tolrose
Press Club banquet that he will not
Ile wee a comedian In a flttlerate
tIonal Guardsmen.
same quiet enthusiasm, determination erated any longer upon
petals,
the soil of
touring eninpnny, and even In that he
Washington.-- The Hay bill appro- countenance a war with Mexico until
and confidence, fully understanding Mexico, which is take
Icing
decor
ation
's too, can be made. hadn't
n as an answer priating $2,000.900
b en a success.
for dependent ram!. there is no other alternative for set- For these, stiff icing Is need
that no great drive like that carried to the recent note of Presi
ed and tin
dent Wilson, lire of national guar
tling
One es , ning, just before Ills fled cue,
the
bord
er
troub
les.
dsme
out by the Russian general. Itruseilloff,
n called or
icing pipe or a cone of stiff brow
The Mexican government charges
n
He declared again that he was ready pape
'approached the manager.
drafted in the present emergency has
I. possible against the formidably or the United States
r are ricleded. Thea there should he
with sending a been pearled by
"I say, I'm afraid IAren't be able
the house The bill, to sacrifice his own political fortunes be colored and white icing
ganized German front, and that great hatigthy and disco
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Beginning
Saturday, July 8th
7 O'clock A. M.

ORA BAG SALE Beginning
Saturday, July 8th
AT

4:1DEPENDON STORE"

7 O'clock A. M.

W. P. BRISENDINE, —Proprietor

mmon.0111111.

Free---Something for Nothing; $250 Worth Premiums---Free
EACH DOLLAR PURCHASE at our store entitles

you to ON
ticket calling for sonie article in our'store worth from five to E GRAB BAG. Every bag contains a numbered
fifty cents. Also a chance [lc one of the Twelve
Special and Valuable Premiums.
NOTICE! Tickets containing number of Special Premiums are deposi
ted with cashier of First National Bank. These Special Premiums
are to be given away
at 4 P.N., JULY 22nd. 11 yotiluse not present at this time you forfeit
premium. Mr. T. H. Stokes will open envelope and award the premiums.

$25 Diamond Ring_

Smokiug Set

On display at .

Nice Present for Father.
Husband or Sweetheart
Value $3.00

H. B. Bailey Jewelry Store
NICKEL PLATE

Coaster Set
Value .76

_

• ..
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. Ladies Ram Coat

-SIX PIECE

Nice Rug

Manicure Set
Value

Good Axminster Rug, size
27 x 42
Value $2.50

'.! 25

STATUTE
21 inches high
Valve 400

Value $5.00

Value $1.00

Nice Water Set

Black Silk Hose

Value $1.00

Value $1.25

•
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,
Sugar an Cream'
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e

-$1 .-toat Siiit
One of our New Spring Coat
Sujts; an opportunity to
get a Suit for nothing
ONE PAIR

Nice Lace Curtains
Value $1.5+)

Saturday, July 22nd, at 4 O'clock P. M.

Save Your Tickets with Numbers

:

:

:

SPEND YOUR DOLLAR
and get one of these. iiice premiums.
visit,nur store.

CLOSES

Special Premiums to be Given Away

WITH US

Remember
the Place
WHERE?

It costs you nothing—only
No Premiums'achanged.
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orals of infantry, 70 eta. want we can
who tried it. occa
please you.—Sex- shall county relatives in Marsion to use any kidney medi-giving travel to Nashville, Louis- ! "Here is
Corporals'of engineers, signal ton Brothers
during the first of
the 'remedy: Take
.
6292 . the week.
ville and Chicago.
common table sale and mix with cine since Doan's Kidney Pills or hospital corps, 80 cents.
cured me."
A meeting of road boosters about twice its
Sergeants of infantry $1.
bulk in water,
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't Sergeants of engi
:NA be held in Benton soon, and stir until as
much of the salt is
neers, signal
simply ask for a kidney remedy or hospital corp
salsas made for the campaign to dissolved as will
s, $1.20.
dissolve. Apply —ge
owing the bond issue. Dr. Stil- this water t)
t Doan's Kidney Pills—the
Batillion sergeants, majors of
the affected parts,
same that Mr. Ellison has twice field artillery,
•Vg and Solon Palmer, of Benton, rubbing it
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h&ve direct charge of the Mar-' poison ivy
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in on the hands, the
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salt atone may be applied to the "ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, Quartermaster sergeant, firstN. Y.
affect-ell—P*0s. App!y as often
that Wears'
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Fr baby's croup, Willie's dai- as necessar
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ry cuts and bruises, mamma's "This is a safe suse
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for appointment to be a member First-class sergeants of enginof the Federal Farm Loan Boa
rd gers corpse, $2.17.
_
'under theTheaa, rural—credits law.
Master gedtricians, quarter.
The position will pay a salary of MrEater of coast artillery, master
"410,000 a year. Two other Ken signal electrician and chief mutuckians who are here are can- sician, $2.50.
didates for the same position.
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Dr. I. Z Barker, e(Parieeten, J. L, Martin and wife have re- Mrs. Harold Schroeder hes
was In the etJunty the first of t rned home float Sati Antonio, been the guest of relatives in
I LOCAL abd PERSONAL • the
week the guest of his filth- Texas, where they spent the rTrerevant, Tenn_ the past sev•
••••OOOOOOO•,••••••••••••••
er southwest of the city.
past several months.
eral day..
C. Ii. Fulton and wife KA To feel strong., have good a_pHunter Furchess and wife. of
Steel tires set - the right way'Wash Boyd and wit., left Tues. petite aiiii.digs
ion‘
(loletewah,
Tenn., art' in the
right now; $1 50 per set.- E. E. day for a several weeks, visit to ly and enjoy
life. ipso Burdock e ty for several days this guests
Smith, Harris Grove.
'relatives and-frtends in Milati011- Blood Bitters, the family syateni •of Thos. Stokes and wife.
Mono end time-saved-by hay- ti and Arkansas.
tonic. Price 31 00.
Misses- Maggie, Fay and Ruth
ing your blecksinithing dune at _Misa Neva Baker left the big _ Jos- Unlit last
a- -Anis -1"`sso Houston left-Monday-foe
1111191"rOve
Snlith•
of the week for Wilmington, N. r Monday morning of this week. Texas, where they will spend the
Have Firestone carriage Om C., where oho will spend the The animal died of inflammation summer the gsests of •OW:. ,sisapplied bilore your wheels are next few weeks, she guest of her eif tto stomach, Rule Farley ter, Mrs. Betidoe.
rained. Prices are right.--E. E. sister, Mies Canunie Baker.
also last his fine horse
simi- 'Hay harvest in Calloway is unSmith, Harrie tirove.
lar
trouble
Thursday
of
this 'der headway this week and the
Mrs. Rob Lee left sTisesday
Murray lodge No. WS, F, & A. morning for Bridgeport, Ala., •
crop is one of the fineet ever
'
M., meets in regular sessiom where she will be the guest of , R. T. Welk and wife left the grown in the county. Splendid
Saturday of this week. A full her sister, Mrs.
Jesse Wells, and Past week tor Omaha, Neb., weather for the harvest has preattendance is desired.
family for the next few weeks. where they will spend the next veiled for the entire week.
wk.
Miss Ida Nance left the put Raleigh
month. Mr. Wells is• member John Mc Meloan and wife, of
Moloan and wife left
week for Marshall county where
of the board of directors of the Nashville, arrived here last FriSaturday
last
night for St. Louie,
sbe will be employed teaching
W.,0. W. lodge and is attending day to spend two week d the
Mo., where they will be the
school during the present term.
the regular meeting of the body. guests of their daughter, Mrs.
guests of her sister, Mrs. Jot nThe hogshead factory of John ate Marshall, and family for sev- Ladies of the Woodmen Circle Dee Mitchell, and to see their
Harris, located near the depot, eral days.
Grove, No. 132, Kirkeey, will son, John Hendrick Meloan, beNot only do our strong VAULTS and strong LOCKS
was destroyed by fire Thursday
unveil the monument of Sover- fore he departed with Co. L. for
make your money safe when it is in our bank but this
at about 9 o'clock. The property Bob Shoemaker, guard in the eign Lizzie Wrather, at Goshen, Fort Thomas.
was insured for a small amount. penitentiary at Eddyville, was Saturday afternoon July 8th. A protracted meeting is in
also. our bank is a. member of the FEDERAL REin the county a few days the All Woxlmen are specially invi. Dumas Scott, keeper of the
'SERVE
system of banks. which make one nation-wide.
progress
at the Christian church
of ted es attend.
county pear farm: WU tut- wtth flat of. the week the guest
atWine-and
large
cio
are
-Vids
ii-W4"
- CEATIVe solidly Ifriked together to PROhis family near Dexter and was Mrs.
George Cochran, aged said to be attending. Rev. Ira
a knife in the hands of Galen transacting business
TECT our depositors.
in Murray about
19 years, died at her home Douthit, the pastor, is being asScott, an inmate of the home.
also.
a few miles west of the city, af- sisted by Rev. T. B. Thompson,
Mr. Scott's wounds are not very
We can go to our Central Reserve Bank when we
serious. The Ledger did not Van Iligginsisettile in last Sat- ter a lingering illness of con- of Murray, in the meeting.'want to aan get MONEY on our securities. You can
learn the cause of the trouble. urday evening from Browns- sumption. She was a daughter May field Times.
coma to us when you want to and get YOUR morel.
ville, Tenn., where he is the lo- of Dee. Cole, of near Harris- J.
E. Jeffrey has moved his
Galen Outland, who has been
cal agent for the Southern 'Ex- _Grove, and is survived by her
Put YOUR 'MONEY in OUR bank.
working on the farm of 011ie
barber shop into the building
press Co. Mrs. Higgins has husband and one child;
recentry vacated by the Fulton
- Boyd., near Farmington, died of
been the guest of relatives the
W. P. Brisendine, proprietor jewelry store. His new qua
typhoid fever Saturday. The reweek.
past
of
the "Dependon" store, makes ters are handsomely equipped
mains were laid at rest Sunday
special
annuancrient of a "grab- with all modern cenvenience3
afternoon at Chapel Hill. lie Henry Smoot came in the first
leaves a wife mut two children. ot. the Week from Pensacola, bag aisle through the columns and he now boasts one of the sides his mother he is survived van; W. A. Tucker, J. W. Kirg,
Fla., to spend Some time the of this issue of the Ledger. Ma- best shops in Western Kentucky. by two- brothers, Ethan and Joe M. B. Phippe, Jake Tit kerman,
-Mayfield Times.
guest of his parents, Judge ny valuable premiums are to _be _The teachers for the Hardin Irvine of this city, and five sis- Mr. and Mrs. I. 0, Ford, Marion
----Dr. Otitis C. Wells,
ters, Mrs. Kenneth - Matheny, Berry, Paducah.
Smoot and wife. Henry is with given le' the customers of the Graded and high School are
moved to his new dike in the
A large crowd was le esent and
the Overland automobils compa- store for the next several weeks. A. Fitch and Harrieons Fitch, this city, Mrs. J. A. Belcher and
Allen building, over Bucy Bros.,
took
Willie
Mrs.
Hargrove,
Almo,
of
active tnterest in both the
Read
the
advertisement for par-, principals; Miss Regina Pace,
ny of that city and has a splen- store, where he is making pre!Mrs.
Clay
Memphis,
G.
convention
Beak,
af
and the basket din.
ticulars,
7th and.-8th grades: Miss Anne'
parations to install machinery did position as demonstrator.
land
Hamp
of
Mrs.
MarJonee,
Ser.
Mr. J. A. Jones and wife will The Outland school will con- Campbell, intermediate; Mimi
for modern optical shop and will
eon.
Funerel services
The chief speakers of the day
be in a position to manufacture leaves this morning for Chicka- vene Monday, July 10. Every' Joy Holland, primary.-Hardin I were conducted
at
home
of
the
were:
Prof. Champion, Bowlpupil,
patron and other friends Enterprise.
'his own work. Dr. Wells has sha, Oklahoma, on a two weeks'
Mr.
Matheny
Sunday
afternoon
ing
Green:
J. L. Starks, state
to
the
school are cordially 'nvit- Mrs. J. G. Jones and daughbeen in the practice of optome- visit to their son, S. A. Jones.
after
which
remains
the
were
secretary
of
the Sscialist party
ed
and
requested to be prese t, ter, Miss Gladys, returned to
try for about three years and The last named gentleman is a
to
rest
lain
in
the
Cemetery.
of
City
Kentucky,
Louisville; Dr,
shake
hands
and be friendly on their home in Paris after spendhas become very popular in the Calloway countian and has been
Wesson,
I.
0.
Feed
and J. L.
the
above
date
and at all. other ing the past three weeks in the
a residentof Chickasha for eight
Socialists Nomisate Caadidate.
-optical world.
times
during
the school year.- city the guests of their_ daughears, 6ogaged in farming aid
Ilre. Dean Bogard. sged about Y
Mr. Ford announced during
mercantile persuits. - Mayfield J. Herbert Brinn and Miss Lula ter and sister, Mrs. Geo. Gatlin. Paducah,
the
Ky.,
day that he would stump the
July
60 years and one of the well
5.-The
Calhoon, teachers.
They will leave Paris within the Socialists of the First district entire district during the camknown ladies of the western part"
me.
'
Chas. Head, of Louisville, next few days for an extended
met at Sheehan's school yester- paign in the interest of the parof the county, died Thursday - John e. McDaniel, from eve- Gordon
Head, of Dallas,Tex., and trip to relatives in Mississippi. darand
morning at her home near West t lYwhere, arrived here the latter
celebrated the _Fourth
Ewett Head, of New York City, Billie Huie and Luther Jackby holding a basket picnic and
Fork church after a short illness part of the past week together have
been in the city for several son, who recehtly formed a part- convention.
_Automobile Fees.
• of fever. She was a splendid with his wife and they are guests days at the
bedside
of
their
nership to engage in the restau- I. 0. rictrd, of Paducah, was
woman and had many friends. at the McDaniel boarding house mother,
who is a patient at the rant business, are now quarternominatesion the first ballot fcr A total of 24,725 - automobile
She was the widow of Henry Mr. McDaniel is well known in Murray Surgical
Hospital.
Mrs.
ed in the building vacated by congress. J. L. Bell, of Kutta- licenses have been issued by
Bogard and is survived by two this county and is the father of Head remains
quite
ill
and
but
the Jeffrey barber shop. This wa, Lyon county, was nominat- Commissioner Byars since Decchildren, Mrs. Andrew Christen- Odie McDaniel, of near New- slight
hopes
are
entertained
for
ember 31, fees amounting to
firm
purchased the Fulton foun- ed for presidential elector.
berry and Bird Ezell, both of berg. He is under treatment of her recovery.
$159,709
40; and 1,330 motorcytain
and have one of the clean- Strong resolutions were adoptwhom are also very ill of fever. a local physicial and will possi'
cle
licenses
for $5,205 22, in adest
cafes
and cold drink stands ed condemning the sending of
The burial took place in the bly remain in Murray for some The trustees of the Hazel High
in
the
city.
'School met this week and elected
time.
United States troops into Mexi- dition to which $2,088 have been
West 'Fork grave yard.
Prof. G, R. Haley as principal The Ledger is in receipt of a co, copies of which were sent to collected for chauffeurs' licenses
Mrs. Benetta Frazier passed , of the
Co. L. K. N. G., got away last
school for the coming card from Will Bynum who has President Wilson and to con- making a total revenue for the
Saturday on the 7:30 train via away last Saturd a y at 12:30
term, The other teachers elect- been at Benton, Ind., attending gress.
first six months of 1916 of $167,Paris for the mobilization camp o'clock at her home on Institute led
are, Miss Ruth Turnbow, let the fair and which reads: "Start- The official delegates present 002.62, as compared
to $98,585.at Ft. Thomas. The company street after a short illness of flux.
assistant; Mrs. Hoyt Lamb, 2nd ed Billie Sunday here today in a were: Dr. I. A. Wesson, Win- 27 for the first six
months of
mustered more than one hun- Mrs. Frazier was 82 years old
assistant; Miss Burnie Washer, race with eight horses, all good go; R. L. Penn, Kevil; J. L 1615.-Frankfor State
t
Journal:
dred members before leaving and had been a resident of this 3rd,
4th and 5th grades; and-ones. Won the race inrstraight Bell Kuttawa; Mark R. Brown,
and were joined at Paris by an city for many years, coming to Miss
Bradie Denham, 1st and heats. Never lost a heat. Ship Almo; Sohn Smith, W. M. Le- Buyers read the Ledger ads,
additional ten or twelve recruits. Murray from Henry coun t y,
2ed grades.-Hazel News.
from her e to Lawrenceburg,
Fully 1,500 Murray and Callo- Tenn., where she was born and
way people gathered at the sta- reared. Mrs. Frazier, despite Paul Ladd, of Hardin, who IncL" Bynum's friends here
tion to bid the boys good-bye. her advanced years, was one of has been with the company in wish for him continued success
Refeshment were served and the the most active women in our Paducah for sone time comes to with his splendid:little horse.
f
boys left amid the shouts and city, having full charge of her Murray as express agent, sue- Bert Ray was:the only memtears of friends and families.
household affairs up until a very ceeding Mr. Wright who has ber of Co. L. that didinot leave
last Saturday afternoon for Ft.
Winchester & Roberts held a short time previous to her death. been transferred to the messenThomas. Capt. Clark:granted
loose leaf sale last week at their She possessed an unusu a 11 y ger service with a run out of his
old
home town, Hickman, Ky. Mr. Ray a fprlough until the
factory at which time about 20,- strong mind, a character that
'
Mr.
Ladd is a splendid young company was called to leave for
000 pounds of the weed war off- was unexcelled, a devout, chrisman
and comes to our town with the Mexican border. This acered and sold at very satisfacto tian mother, loving and lovable,
"One of our sales.
splendid
recommendations. . tion was taken on account of the
ry prices. The aserage prices and her death, though it came
continued
men
serious
illness
Mrs.
of
demonstrated the
for the leaf and lugs was about in the long shadows of the after- The Calloway County Teach..Ra
..
y,
suffering
who
is
pellagof
noon
of
life,
leaves
value
a
mantle
of
of the Long Dis.
ers
Institute
will be convened in
as high as at any time during
_seep gpagon, Lugs averaged $6.50 sorrow over the entire commun: this city the third Monday in ''''
tance Telephone to us.
while ffie leaf was sold at an av- ity. She is survived by two this month for a five days..sesd Harry Irvan, son of IMrs. Ma—fle
was at Huntsville,.
erage price of $9. This firm ex- sons, Con and Charlie, of this sion. The conductor has not tilde Irvan, of this city, died
Ala., and up'on.his own
pects to hold the last sale of the city, and numerous relative in been selected up to this time, I suddenly last Saturday evening
responsibility put. in
season next week and growers Henry county. Since the death but the Ledger learns that the l abcut 7 o'clock while at work in
Long Distance calls for fifteen merchants within
who have tobacco yet on hand of her husband many years ago county superintendent is making'a field on the Dr. Gingles farm,
and expect to sell on this floor she and her son, Con, have been endeavor to secure the services near Kiiksey. The yaung man
radius of several hundred miles.
should make endeavor to deliv- companions of the household, and of Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart, of had been engaged in drilling
In less than one hour he had sold 2100 barrels
er their crop before Thursday of the tender devotion of mother to moonlight schoolsfame, to hold peas in company with Hugh
son and the manly loin) and care the institute.
IGingles, when Mr. Gingles left
_
next week.
at a total cost to us oT less than.six dolla:s.
flour
of
for mother by the sonshas elicitthe field to carry a horse to the
ed the admiration of the entire
— - blacksmith Mr. Irvan only had a
"Since then we have applied the Long Distance
community. Her life has been
U
.ew
f trhowts tokdrill tfnoremco
r mp
clein.
tBell Telephone to every feature of our business with
To be healthy at seventy, prepareit a benediction to those who had
most profitable results. The service is fine, the
forty‘ is sound advice, because,•in the the pleasure of her intimate ac:
iheitn
turtnosedalhi oHmaerryhiasndmoctohmeer
life
middle
we
too often forget
strength of
For Sprains, Lameness,
rates are reasonabie and there is more satisfaction
. tgtields
that neglected-cold, or careless treat- quaintance and will remain a
Sores, Cuts, Rheumatism
ment of slight achesrind pains, simply cherished memory. Funeral serin One Long Distance Telephone
to supper.
Mr. Gingles went
than in half
undterrnine strength and bring chronic vibes were conducted by Ileve.
Penetrates and Heals.
'out to the field where he discovs
dozen
letters".
weakness for later years.
a
Stops Pain At Once
To be stronger when (Adel., keep your Thompson and Green. in 'the
ered the•lifeless body. _Death is
blood pu%
and
torich and active with the Christian church Sunday afterFat Man and Beast
supposed to have resulted from
strength-b ing and blood-nourishing
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
properties of tt's Emulsion which lie noon at 1 o'clock and the remains
I heart failure or sunstroke. Defood, a tcaic and a medicine to keep your were laid to rest in the City
ceased was about 29 years of age
blood rit"..:, al 1 c -..i.-1 t e a-laminae i -ma a 1,i Cemetery immediately
AND
.",.. • TELEGRAPH COMPANY
followAvega'fiqtreller No :decoked tu de-cat': e.
"I and was well 'c'krsowe and had,- &lett 1 t32srse. Illootu5e13.14-1. - ing.
many friends in cue cou ty. Be,c BOX 34 PADUCAH, KY,
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liteeduelty Shares Well,
Voider the terms of the flood Roads

FAREWELL GIVEN SOLDIERS

PENITENTIARY IS
SCENE OF FIRE

agreed to by tbe house acGuardsmen
Crowd Illde Neskineviiie
eordIng to a report froth Washington,
041•41.111y at Depot.
Kentucky will receive 11.601,000 froze
the federal government ter the lIso
Hupklasvflle Ky --Lieutenant rola.
prevenient of her highways duriug the
nd W II Bassett and live other regineat five years, provided the state
Regiment,
mental °Meer* of the Thed
"puts
up"
a
like amount The bill pro.
WI RANKING OFFICIRS OP KIN,
'third
the
Guard
PLAMS
Nationig
DAMAG
S
CAUSE
E
Kentuck
OF
y
vides
that the following sums shall be
TUCKY NATIONAL GUARDS
Diunder
men.
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Hand
Regimen
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00,1100 TO RIFORMATORY MID
Paid to Kontuulty for highway improveSAYS ADJT. GIN. SW&
rector II L. Lebitueeher, anti Cumpany
ment during the neat Ste Iowa, beIL under Captain Henry J. Steels, 121
ginning July 1, OW 'First year, 1100,left here out a special train' tor
strong,
SOO; second year, 1301,204); third year.
...0.611WWEIW
the mobilisation camp at II Thomas.
When "Top" 1 raven left port on
1301.1100. fourth year, $403,100; fifth
The men had little equipment, but
year, triurinie. Assuming that the
the sty frieute Mitoteeste its a navy
*ill be fully equipped at let Thomas.
state will acquiesce In the heitaluisauslign he erawied under a farpauliti
one -of this largest crowds seen here
before he was out of eight of leild to
half plan for state highway Improve.
Sergeant Barnes Released From Fed- meat, an aggregate of 53,011.000 will
In years was at the depot to bid the
die in peace, At the mid of the eettoutl
Hundred Convict Fire Fighters Sent- soldiers good hy, anti it was a tearful
be espented during the nest five years
dm), he ens still under the tarpaulin
eral Service and Is Given State
moned—National guard leeA brio, but eke
but inspiring time
for the improvement of Kentucky highawl etmaidenshly diseippointed becatiMP
Commission.
round Prison,
quent word of farewell nit behalf of
ways. The bill provide, that under
PIP M 111111414Rn had not guile dawn. A
the tatisras. in general *am spoken to
the dollar-fur-dollar plan Indiana shall
friendly Aker looked In upon him
Meets' Frankfurt outrespentiems•
expend $1.114.000 for improving her W ea i•ro N•wsperer Linton 14•roe *wry kw. the soldiers by. Colonel W. R, Howell.
_ *tau h I tUrA 1.1 HMV.
Frankfurt. -Further orders for the
Frankfort, Ky
roads, as against $1.%09,000 Kentucky
"Is there anything you want?"
destroying and lie closed his remarks with the prayer,
movement of state troops to the mobildamaging 1tio.000 werth of property at beautifully ittpressed, that the young
will expend for the same purposio.
nakeil the ionver.
!tattoo camp will be lesued direct front
Fraukturt Penitential.) end vtvinitr. men tufgh, his returned ears and un.
"Toe bet there la" manned "Top."
Fort Thomas to the company cutn•
originated in the Fraatafort Vhair Co. haunted to their homes.
aids High on Stet* School.
-1 Waist a good big bole on dry Intel to
glanders. Mit. (Ion. Kills said. Major
crawl into."
More (hap a tiniest bids on the wall Tom losses follow: The Frankfort
'1'. W. VVuotlyard, brigade quartermasTolley the brilliant thatch *Weil
of
Improving buildings at the Ken- Chair Co., 129,000; penitentiary buildter, is there. and ouch orders will exInc owned by slats $10,000; Reliance
gave hint hit nicknante has moistly thepedite the movement. 1) Company. tucky School for the Blind at Louis- Menufact urine
Co., 134.00u; /10111*
e pee-sired tool he it lovingly culled "A bid
ville
were
rejected
at
meeting
•
of
the
HopitInsville, with the hand; II. Hart•
Montgomery Shoo Co.. $4,000; lensesMan" Crtiven. He site in a great Ake
board
of
visitors
of
that institution.
ford end I. Earlington, of the Third.
fort and Cincinnati Railroad Co, DeParis, Ky. Thomas George. grocer,
on the nineteenth floor of i;•.4 Na Pm'u
have already left rad others may The rejections were caused by the pot, 11.000; Colored Baptist
filed
a deed of aselltiltUrnt.
H.
street mei pore* over plans anti spedChurch.
fact that the hide in the aggregate azleave as eoon as transportation faci.11Ocetietts %Lich are to give New 1ork
everted $20,otte, the sum appropriated 000, and other trifling losses totalling A. Power, of the Power Wholesale Braties are available. . If not they will
Ills liabilicity Its duel subway eyeteitt, the greatby the recent legialatuee for the work. 811.300. The tlre was discovered by very Cu.. Patio, sapience
move to Fort Thomas. aceordtng to the
est underground transit myistem in the
Increase in the cost of building mate. Charles Norris, a guard, who gave the ties will amount to about $1,000.
latest word received here
D Comalarm by firing his shot gun. Warden
world. At last "Top" Craven got his wish. Ile new
has a'"hole on dry land pany, Second Regiment. aVhitemburg. rlal meclelt Impossible to Improve the Wells,
Paducah. Ky—Cities in Western
summoned the prison lire deto crawl iners" several V them, In fact. and when they ere ..c
Instituti
on
secordin
g
with
the
to Plans
olueleted they SEUL
14.4404u004, Moffitt. -reSouth;fiCiltirini—Piii
:
be the tnreeirt-1110-Ttle-Tnitge-iitin'the world.
--money allowed, It was explained. A parttnetit; leaded by Jim Crane,• ne- KetiTucliy and
cently reorganized, are to report at
preparedness parade
Alfred Craven Is chief engineer of the New York public service rotundanow heating plant awl laundry will be gro life man from Covington, and J. 1'. ticipated in the
Fort Thomas for inspection there.
Mon and tiniest a salary of $20.0(NI a year, the highest remunera
Installed at the school and new bids Ridley, a negro twenty•yeer man from In Paducah, July 4. Tito company of
tion payed to Telegraphic orders
'
wise received from
any public edictal In the Mate of New York.
for the work will be asked for shortly. Scott county. These directed a force State Guertin at Murray were also In
Washington that 'iliWrgeant James
After graduating front private school in Bound Rock, N. J., at seventee
The letting of the bid for the supply of 100 convicts Captain F. II, Luse* line with about 10,000 civilians.
n, Barnes has been discharged from the
responded to the call and brought L
Craven secured a congressional appointment ut the United
Stntes Naval regular army to receive a commission of coal was deferred until the neat Company. KentuSk
Marlon. Ky.—Nineteen applicants
9 National Board,
*Leadenly, which vent. then temporarily lectittel at Newport. It.
meeting.
Thome
who
compose
the
1.. owing to the as first lieutenant and batallion adjuto surround the prison. The soldiers for certincates to- teach school were
Civil war. Ile was graduated us ensign and Six yen 's+ Inter prottttt
board
of
visitors
are Bennett H.
ted to the tant in the First Regiment.
iYoung, president; Charles P. Weaver. stood guard mail the 1,400 convicts before the county board of examiners
!auk of master. having been presented by congress with a Jerrie.. medal.
Were granted cer'T. L. Jefferson. Thomas C. Timberlake were housed In the fireproof cell build- hers.---ortnen
lie then resigned and joined the state geologteal survey of
California. State Opens -Trial.
ings. Not a man was missing And not tificates, two first class and eight set'Moto this survey_ we ceinPlet cd he took up the study of Irrigation awl
and.
Kaltenba
Wt
cher.
Mr._Tim
ber.
cirri
The examining- trial of Eugene 1P--lake wig
enit 11111111—eittlfkit4el:
•
plans which later helleal to wake the Snernmento and Sett Jouquin valleyir
not present at the meeting a man had tried tO.escape.
McDonal
d,
Lexingto
the
Insuranc
n
e
*We fertile and productive. Later he joined the miners at Virginia City
al Man, under arrest on a charge of murWhItesburg. Kr—Plant. are being
an engineer. which proved decidedly profitable.
New Rings at Fair.
dering William Dabbe of the same ofmade in Knott county for the veiling
At a meeting of the directors of the
.4111••••
of an election fur voting a $200,000
fice. here Friday night, June 14, began
Capital Fair Association at the Elks' Madison
and Rockcastls Represented bond Inoue for good road work in that
before 1'ounty Judge It. C. Illeatt.
Home, plans for the fair this year
county. It is said the election will
at Road Meeting at Berea.
Dabbs' body was found on the railroad
were discussed and several new rings
be celled for the neat sixty days.
right of way just beyond the eastern
were added to the present list of offerentrance Of the tunnel leading Into
Berea,
Ky.— An enthusiastic meefleg
ings. it Is the plan of the directors to
Here Is Vice President
Owensboro, Ky.—The city council
Frankfort. McDonald insists that he
In the interest of the Dixie Highway
In test bon mot : In tbe course of the was in Lexington and the Comma make the fair this year an exhibition
will sit as jury, hearing the charges,
was
held
here.
The
meeting
that
was
will appeal to every citizen of
at- that have been maJle against Chief
senate proceedings one morning he wealth devoted much of its ...tention
of
Franklin county, and, with that end tended by members of the courts of Police James
called for a vote on an amend:neat that to an attempt to prove that McDonal
Bell by Patrolman Wm.
d to view, arrange
Madison and Rockcastie counties, by
ments
have
been
made
was of such a routine nature that no was in Frankfort that day. His stenogRobbins. The patrolman alleges that
to offer several rings for their exclu- delegations from Richmond and Mt. the chief
senator had enough interest in It to go rapher, Dora McNeal, of Lexingto
has endeavored to prevent
n. sive benefit.
Vernon
and
a
by
large
crowd
of local him from enforcin
It ea, decided to offer a
to the bother of expressing himself.
said he was not In the office after 11
g laws relative to
citizen's
R.
E. Turley, chairman of
"All in favor please vote aye." o'clock that morning, and Mrs. Mose ring devoted to Franklin county colts
gambling and immoral resorts.
the
Madison
county
council,
presided
of
.
various
types
and
$50
in prizes of
suld Marshall.
Shubiniski testified that she saw him
$26, $15 and $10 will be awarded for W. S. Gilbreath, of Chattanooga, Dixie
And nobody said aye.
West Point, Ky.—The case of West
get on the interurban car near Frankhighway secretary, told of tbe prep
"All opposed say nay," directed fort. bound for Lexington. about 9:30 the best specimens, provided as many
Point against George Marcum :for oprens
being made along the eastern
as ten entries are made. Another ring
Mershall.
erating a dance hall without a license
o'clock that night. The circuit court
that was inaugurated, and one that is route and announced that a party in was tried here
Anil nobody said nay.
before II. C. Wathen.
room was packed when the examining
lift)
automobi
les
would
go
Over
the en- a specially appointe
"Very well," ruled Marshall. quick- trial commenced. McDonald appeared certain to attract wide attention, is
d Judge, and re.
tire
route
October.
in
the directors' ring, which will be open
ly, "the vote is a tie. The vice presi- calm, even when required to
stand up only to
State Road Commissioner R, C. Ter- sulted in a hung Jury. The ease will
the
director
s
the
of
miracle.
dent votes eye. The gyee._ havolLn_ _
be given another hearing lit the near
_and Aim_ _around for--1,nspection—by_
rell made a strong plea for the tomMr. Marshall used to be a news- witneis who was called Upon to Iden- HOW-oletion of the gap across part of Madi- future.
paper owner and editor. The other tify' him.
son and Rockcastie counties. Judge
Company L Is Honored.
duty an old newspaper friend from In_Mt.- Sterling, Ky.—Secretary Wood,
Ballard, of Rockcaetle _countas_re-tatart-Over one hundred persons, friends
diana was visiting the vice - president, Bell County Mks Ald.
St The Montgomery County Fair Aied the progress of the work in his
and relatives of the members of Comand in showing the Indianan about,
sociation, has set apart July 20 as
Bell county made the first formal
county and announced that work will
pany L, Second Kentucky Infantry,
Mr. Marshall took him Into the press request
Louisville day at the Montgomery
for convict labor and a requibegin on the highway within thirty
gathered at the old Capitol grounds
gallery of the senate. The vice presi- sition
county
fair, and every effort will be
was made- on tho State Board
days and be completed before Novemfor the purpose of showing their apdent looked around to Roe If there of
Prison Commissioners for nearly
tier I. judge Baxter, of Madison coun- made to get the boatel of' trade /to
were any of the buys he knew, and, recognizing uue, he
preciation and doing honor to the
send a big delegation here on that day
presented his Indiana 100 men to finish
ty, pledged the support of hit county
the construction of young
friend.
men who will leave this city
to mingle with the citizens and at the
the
Dixie
Highway
and
promised that the highway would
from the Tennes- shortly
"Do you think you can qualify as a newspaper man so as to resister
for the Mexican border. Stirsame time advertise the Falls City,
your see line, through aliddiesboro
be extended to the Rockcastie line as
and ring anti patriotic
friend?" the vice president was asked. '
addresses were soon
Pineville to the Knox county line. The
as that county decides definitely
"Qualify. eh?" Qualify," ejaculated Mr. Marshall, "my paper was
made
by
a
number
Winchester, Ky.—A letter received
of
Frankfort where the
sued for requisition was made by Road Comroads will meet. W. A.
tS).000 nivel once."
speakers. Mayor Joseph Rupert was
from Corporal George Dennis, of the
missioner R. C. Terrell in conformity
Sparks, president of the eastern secmaster of ceremonies and introduced
Third United States Infantry, who
with the request. The prison broad
is
tion of the Dixie Highway Association,
the
speakers
with Gen. Pershing in Mexico, tells of
.
will take up consideration of a plan
and President- Frost, of Berea College,
slight
a
wound
he received in a fight
for working convicts at once. Bell
made addresses.
Analyze Charred Remains.
with bandits, when the bandits a!county relinquishe, its claim to any
swes.e.=et
,
1.111=10.1111111
tacked the town of Del Rio, where tbe
Investigation failed to reveal anyshare in the state aid fund, but will
APPLIES FOR COMPANY CHARTER soicaers
Possibly because of her successful
were encamped. Dennis is a
arrange for the use of motor trucks thing concerning . the finding of the
business career, possibly because she
sharpshooter.
and other machinery belonging to the charred remains of what is supposed
was born that way, Mrs. Woodrow WilPaducah, Ky.—Having received a
county. The first bond issue has been to have been a human botly a short
son is mighty SSuick-witted, resourceful
Hickman, Ky.—The occupation tax
expended and the project is not com- distance from Belle Point on the farm sufficient number of men Harry Carr
and self-reliant. She gave a little expleted. The requisition calls for a of Lee Buckley. It is probable that and J. G. Caldwell, who have.served ordinance, passed some time ago by
hibition of these qualr.les the other
blacksmith, two rock drillers, 35 quar- the ashes will be sent to the Ken- In the United States army, will make the city council, has reached final patday while out shopping. Whey she
ry men, 20 road hands, 12 bridge tucky Experiment Station at Lexing- application to Gov. Stanley for a char- sage anti taxes on this account will
entered a nexliste's shop on Connechands, water carriers; cooks'arid men ton for an analysis, the authorities ter for a company of state guards at be due and payable next week: Failecut avenue she forgot to put on the
to operate gasoline titieliF end rollers -hoping by this meant to tell whether Paducah. Enough men have agreed ure to pay promptly lays on11able to.
brakes in I10111 electric machine. --a human body was consumed in the to become members to insure the or- a fine of from $5 to 10 for etch day.
and a stMim shovel.
While Mrs. Wilann weal trying on a
ganization of a company, and the pro- Money secured by the tax
flames.
will be ophat, a salesgirl, looking through a winmoters propose to have the company plied to the street fund.
To Create Market Bureau.
slow. exclaimed:
ready
in a short time to serve if the
The agricultural extension hoard of Governor Names "Delegates,
"Oh. there Is an auto sunning
United States and Mexico engage in
Columbia,
the
State
Godfrey Governo
Universi
r
Stanley
ty
Trustees
named
Attorney
will
loose down the streeL"
WRr.
Hunter, promoter of the proposed
meet
here
General
soon
railto
M.
consider
M.
Logan,
Senator Hite
details of
Mrs. Wilson dropped the hat. leroad from a point on the L. &
the co-operative demonstration pro- Huffaker, and Peter Lee Atherton, of
N. to
the shop on the5 run and jumped into
ject for submission to the federal Louisville, delegates, and R. C. Old- GOOD STAKES AT SPRINGFIELD. Columbia. has been here two days
The electric, which was rapidly gainperfecting arrangements which
authorities. It is understood that ham, of Carlisle; Peyton Clark, of
will
ing roomeottnn as it rolled away.
Springfield, Ky.—The premium list be concluded next week. After that
$10,000 will be used for establishing Louisville, and Dr. J. A. Averdick. of
Mrs. Wilson quickly stopped the
a marketing bureau, a new venture Covington. alternates to the National for the Washington county fair, to be day a corps of engineers will be put
ear, whirled it about awl brought it
in Kentucky. This board has control Tax Association conference at In held here August 3. 4 and 5, has been to work looking to the early construo
to a stop in front of the shop. After
announced. There will be a $500 stake Bon of the road.
of the funds for pig, corn and canning dianapolis. August 20 to 31.
carefully adjusting the brakes, she redt harness horses on the first day
clubs and all other agricultural exentered the shop.
Owensboro, KY.—Mayor
and a stake for a like amount for sadJames H.
"I'lltry that hat on again, now," smiled the first lady of the land to thE tension and demonstration work, and Wiley to Be Road Head,
dle horses to be decided on the last j-lickman announced that Col.
farmers' institutes. Last year the
E. 0.
Rodman Wiley. of Georgetown. chief
enlesgirl.
Buckner
day
, of Wilmington, Del.,
of the fair. A .novelty will be a
state 'and federal government spent bridge engineer
had
in the state road de- stake
of $150 for the best ?flare mule made a contribution of $20,000 to
$123,000 In this work. There are now partment, will
the
succeed Robert C. Ter- colt. The
colt winning is to become city of Owensboro for the purpose
68 county farm agents in the state rell as
of
state road commission. Gov- the
building
property
a
of the fair assoclistion,
tuberculostit sanatorium in
working under it and a large corps of ernor Stanley
has already issued his to 'be delivere
this
city. The city will be
d sound October 1,
workers In other 'branches of its ac- commission
requiredlo
to Mr. Wiley. Mr. Terpurchase the ground and maintain
tivities.
rell has beell commissioner since the
the
hospital.
Col.
Buckner_wassioe ettatty
OHOL FOR ALLIES
to-Patton -. is • • • r
en
our
yearr
years
a
lamielana is the enly United States Slate Tax Commiss
resident of Owensboro.
ago'.
ion Meets,
senator who hits ever served as tang
Versailles, Ky.—The installation of
The State Tax Commission, comWest Point, Ky.—The suit of
Of Honduras.
a large copper column condenser and
Mrs.
posed of H. H. Huffaker, of Louisville, Enoch Waits is Set Free.
Broussard used to spend a great
other expensive equipment at the Ella Geoghegan, of Louisville, for the
chairman; George L. Pickett. of ShelEnoch
personal
Waits,
former messenger at Greenbaum distillery at
deal of time. in Central America, and
property of her husband, Jas.
byville; T. P. Gardner, of Bardwell; S. the
Midway, for
State Library, serving six months the distillation
once he happened to be a guest at the
of alcohol, has been Geoghegan, who died suddenly JanR. Glenn, of F:ddyville; H. M. ,Brock, In the Franklin
uary 19, has been settled by
county jail for steal- completed, and the
palace of Honduras when there oc- ef
Mrs Zedistillery will beHarlan; R. B. Hutchcraft, of Paris, ing books from
rade Geokhegas, who retains
the library, wAs given gin at once on a contract
curred one
Those fascinating little and Jack Oliver.
a life into
make
alofAllan
county,
held
his
terest
liberty
in all real estate and pays
so he can support his wife cohol to be used in the
(-Sentra' American revolutions, such as
$621 a meeting in Winchester. The com- and 'childre
manufacture 2,5 in cash
n, who are destitute. Waits of munitious for the
to James Geogheit
have popularized a great Many of our
.Allied armies of
mission then went to Harlan, and then has served
an's
widths and turns over all stock
four months and the re- Europe. The distiller,
buslAt writers of adventure fiction.
and Imfinished its run
to Ashland.
plements
mainder
was
on
rtated.., ,
her farni to
The ruler that Broussard was visof whisky last week,
Ambrose
Geoghegan's widow
iting was driven from the palace, but
Prisoner Wins Freedom.
Senator Spear is Tipped.
the revolutienists were unable to inTAX COMMISSION AT HARLAN.
_ 1
Saving a human life earned liberty
State Senator George' G. Speer, ot
Beattyyille, Ky.—Cunningham
stall the new ruler they had picked for
st'
for John Meeks, who lost his liberty Frankfort.
Sleckett
will
be appointed_ state
the job. So It was agreed by the two by letting
drilled In _their first
Harlan, Ky.—lcastate tix commis
; the Adams
a life. He has served eight banking commissioner
to succeed stoners composed V Senators
farm, north of this Civil
factions that Bob Broussard, se long as years
of a life sentence in the Re- Thomas J. Smith
Hite is said to be
It
in the near- future. Huffaker, S. R. Glenn and
a 7e-barrel well.
he was right'there on hand, should act formato
H. M. Brock, the
Thli ter
ry for killing a man in Boone Although Governo
first
r
Stanley
has de. Representative D. W. Gardner
completion in Lee county.
_as a sort of king pro teutware.
, R. B. Many
county. Another prisoner a few 'ears clinOd to give
other operatlopieste
out a statement about Hutchcraft and George L.
Bramasard.'however, did not lean ago
atatting
Pickett held other
attacked Guar.
:
(' P. J. Mulkern, of this °Mee, it became vacant July
parts trryilWAlu
1, a public meeting Sere. Zeb A. Stew.tnuch toward the king.'husiess under Louisvill
.
nty.
e. with a Shoe knife and-laid and the appointment
,of Senator Speer art. chairman of (hit Commerc
the circumstances. Ile tv,as free to ad- the guard's
•
•
ial Club,
cheek' open from his eye is considered a certainty.
Rankin ft presided and addresses were
omit that with eonditions eight he Might to his
cy.---Cordis Cole. a boy
made by flMiirray,l
throat. Just as the prisoner ReTtil, who has
V=
Se willing tic tnke up Irtftging flea perutatient-oectipation,'
years, was arrested
been deputy urider H. H. Steel; of Middlesb
But he did not wish struck at the guard's
oro;
charged with
Dr.
A.
heart,
%reeks Comminsionev.,Smith. and Rodes Set. Gatliff.
shooting
butt in on their revolution. • -So In a quiet. unextentations wanner he vacated
Jim
Burnett from anftwah,
J. B. Mahan and A. T. Slier. of
,seized the prisoner. For this act he tie, bank
"
; 13loodhownds put
I In tiaro•_*, Intog up his crown on the hat rack, speaking figuratively. and made
examiner. and V. V. Pack- Williamsburg; Judge T.
on the trail stopped
J. Asher, of at
has just been paroled. -Meeks has no wood, clerk,
*.ike across the country's' laseater, leitsring his eattro kinipiorn
the
will
be retained under the Pineville; Judge W W.
home of young Cole
flat oti 1th bn'Ck. relatives.
Lewis. Judge eeri
The offb •
new aSministratfou, it is anderatof4 Jahn A. Ward
toolt charge of him
and JW4._,Fartnar-.
sea ptailar
him in the county
jail at this plate:
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"TOP" GRAVEN GOT HIS WISH
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Sweater Coats in Infinite VarieW Have Been Provided for the Lovers of Outdoors—Cotton Corduroy One of the Most Practical Materials—Straw Hats With Vivid Stripes a Feature of the Millinery Modes.

It

There are so fenny kind* of sweater
coats awl aperts emits to choose them
thnt It Is difficult to intik', a beginning
In Veer
Hut for /Oslo and
crimp dulatineas mem will give more
eatinfaellen than one of these made
of cotton etortitirey or reline, These

ehleh 'stripes tire managed, wherever
they are teed, In them width and dimelon ntel ruler are Weer* that
make opportunity for originality on
the part of designers, and all of these
have helped muku the nieces* of the
atripedeatruw hut
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SWEATER COAT OF COTTON CORDUROY.
innterials nre manufactured lit all the
feshionable celors end In white, and
make as smart coats nti much more
-, cum
and less durable stuffs.
• The coat pictured is a good example
--eeeef-cebetten corduroy in a practical and
garment. There Is nothing in
Ihe way of decoration on it except 11111.
chine stitching, which outlines the- big
patch pockets and :the collar, cuffs
ond belt, as well as the front edges
and hem fit the bottom. It is provided with a high collar which she
may or may not wear buttoned close up
under the clan, now that the athletic
girl goes in for protecting her complexion against the sun. The coat fastens
with bone buttons and buttonholes.
A pretty coat made In the same way
except at the neck has an ndjustable
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In the picture a Muck and white sailor with wide brim and rounding crown
Is shown, In which the stripes of
IthiTe;711/95-7'1Yel1- thitnaged. e1tre117
hemp braid and the brim has a slight
onward Mute and its edge hound with
black velvet. The trimming Is odd
end new. A collar of white silk with
fringed edges, Is finished with the
simplest of bows at the back. A narrow band of black velvet ribbon placed
over it provides the always admired
brilliant contrast of black and white
for midsummer, and three small jet
bells, placed on the bow, add a sparkling touch. A hat of this kind looks
well with any sort of summer street
dress.
The hat at the right Is of hemp also,
and proclaims itself as a product of
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Dr. Thacher's Liver and Blood ,Syrup
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STRAW HATS HAVE VIVID STRIPES.
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Adoption.
Moroni, get an aware atstisla•--4.ate.
Strongla - fruit; your draggl•li sad aVeir 1
atm. of 11 night •itit mooning end y.,
Work! Clean Your Sluggish
Should Nom aro that .v, n the *oast fr.eltleill Straighten Up! Don't Lose
has. begot, to Olseenear, while ih. Hotter
Liver and Bowels With "Dodson's Liver Tone."
Indorsement of Nonpartisan Commie- .41•41 hay. vkalsh•411 loOlraly Ii I. 11.1t1,910
Chat ator• lloos wit nuke. Is 144..414 el
glen Will Surely Appeal to Thom
411.1.4 rloar th. sal* sag Sala" a biatutlful
right Calomel makes you sick Take straighten you right up and make yots
•
1.011iplyklun
Who Have the Country's Real
No Ourc u., isk fur !too Amabl. suteliltIt a dose of the
dauseroue drug to- feel fine and vigorous by morning I
1.1bIlle, as stile is 0014 WW1. r 11 1114111111 1 * .
interests at Heart.
11
fnurolf bask If it falls to r.eues• freebies.- night and tomorrow you may lose AI waut you to go back to th• store and
Adv.
day's work.
get your money Dodson'. Liver Tone
tuken the greed awl graft
ralt..niel is mercury or quicksilver is destroying the sale of calomel b.
lit t
ilie Melt the I lettiocratie party
Net Fatal.
which causes necrosis of the buttes. cause it is real liver medicine; maimlu Its platelet, tut hire III omits the
A curette eters)$111111 N118 InUell
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never
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Don't suffer torture when all female
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iveness, Biliousness, Jaundice, Kidney Troubles, Impure or Bad
Beachcombing the Progressives.
Two fen play nt almost tiny game
Blood, Pimples, Indigestion. If suffering from these take
WM le Progressives of Republican
street antecedents are pus- ine one is apt to quilt loser.
syfooting into the presence of Mr.
For poisoned wounds use ifanford's
Hughes and assuring him that he is
to receive_ _till of lb
1111,507 votes Balsam of IVrrh. Adv.
Your Liver and Kidneys are your hist friends if Au keep them in good condition, bet
when neglected they become your most dangerous hneenies. H you are bilious or concast fur Mr. Roosevelt In 1912, nobody
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stipated you should immediately take this great preparation-50c and 51-all dealers.
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tiw Denmeratic hosts who helped make
that showing. It may be that Messrs.
Perkins and Satterlee delivered the
ReputeIca n -Pregressiyes--at- - etitensty'
but they have. failed to eoenect with
the one-time Democrats who subNet Coatents15 Tinit1D
scribed VI the Bull Moose faith four
years ago.
John M. Parker, the orphaned candidate for vice president, halt aireiely
spoken. lie returns to Democrace.
Ex-Congressinart John C. Houk ofeTennessee is making preparations to the
mune end. In all parts of the cohntry,
no doubt, hundreds of thousands of
former Democrats who leek their political lives in their hands when they
openly joined Mr. Roosevelt's new
party are In the same Mime of mind.
In the shipwreck of great political
organizations, 'espectially when attended by perfidy, everybody has I
chance at beachcombing.
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collar Thla model is in delft_ blue eatduroy and its collar Is in the form of
a broad scarf of the material, which
can be fastened to the neck at the
front. It is worn like a fur scarf,
brought around the throat, with ends
crossing at the back and brought to
the front again. Here they are knotted
or allowed to bang straight to the
waistline.
White buttons look well on all the
colors shown in cotton corduroy, but
there are white buttons, In several odd,
unusual shapes, barred with narrow
stripes in the same colors as are shown
in cotton fabrics.
All the feminine world Is running
after stripes, and those who weave
hats of straw have governed themselves aceordingly. Wide-brimmed sun
hats and midsummer sailors are of----fered in stripes ranging from quiet
bleck and white to the most vivid of
orange, green, red and blue contraste.
For street and sports wear these bats
7Ith woven-in stripes offer more In the
way of distinction than fabric hats,
and as a rule' they are mere expen.
•
atve.
n Fashion makes Inugh of the way In

lothiy..ItLltdpea are orange, -blue,
end black, bat their vividness is temPered by a sash of black ribbon and a
President Wilson Populaieeeee brim edged with ii black binding. It
"Having voted for Mr. Wilson for
is destined to share honors with the
president I am glad to find his adminwhitest of tel-white hats that have
istration is popular with people like
made their entry for midsummer wear
myself, who take no active part in
without a vestige of color about them.
politics," says Charles M. Seaton,
member of an important mercantile
firm in St. Louis.
"I have been In Mtn& states of the
middle West recently, and everywhere
I have found men who were speaking
Dark Silk Skirt.
Add to the general utility skirt the In high praise of the administration."
assortment of 'sports skirts which the
Good Man to Head Committee.
modieli summer outfit necessarily inVance McCormick, chairmen of the
cludes, and thee throw in for full
measure a simple but chic separate Detnocratic national committee, Is an
skirt of dark-hued silk, and the quota accomplished man of business, an
orminizer and adniinistratorof the first
will be complete.
There are more of these last-named rank. His business capticity may he
silk skirts than usual this year, and judged from the fnct that he is a memthough most of them are of tailored ber of the Yale corporation anti of the
character, little details giving a hint _rhilatiPlphin Federal Reserve bank.
of dressiness are added to some of Ile is as admirable an executive as he
the Models, and the tneteriels, when of wits a football pinyer, and that is saygood quality, bring these skirts into ing n good deal. A clean, forcible cane
harmony with separate blouses a -pnignfittitight to the lest minute and
trifle too dainty fet the gteneral.Wittig with the Wit ounee or enerms tad rewoolen skirt:
iource, is ncsured by his selection. A.
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What is CASTORIA
Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Parew
gone, Drops and Soothing Syrups, It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotics
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys WortuS
and allays Feverishness. For more than thirty years it
has been in constant use for the relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething Troubles and.
Diarrhoea.
It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilatedlithe Food, giving healthy arid natural Sleeps
The ChlWrft's Panacea-The Mother's Friend.

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

The Kind You Haire Always Bought
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eracy: they control markets and
prices, values of land, the development and contentment of the people.
the emit and pleasure of living,. and
are scarcely secondary to rail transportation in their far-reaching effect
They determine the character and
growth. of Cie community, and the
necessity for them cannot be overestimated. for a country that isn't wortb
a good road isn't worth living in.

• 1.0 us figure with you on that bill of
Lumber, whether for .repairs or. new
building. Screen doors,
pamt.
Anything for building purposes..
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Idaho Boosts 'Good Roads.
The-ftntrthern Idaho Motor aseocia
thin was perfected at Boise. Idaho.
for the purnose of making a good
roads campaign in snethern Idaho.
This marks an important 'step toward
giving _impetus to the good roads
movement in. the ratete.

Irvan Lumber Co.

Keep Weeds Dneen..
- It does not take leutectOinow On
growth along the roadsele. ditch
banks and fence rows: Yoa could tip
it going_t and frora the fielde
%t
or when you have au hum, to spare.
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Wound., Sores, Scalds, Cuts, Burns and
Torn Flesh,Bruises,
eliould be treated profnpti.e.- If

reglected, they become troublesome and hard to heal.

BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT
Is a Healing Remedy of
Pov.er

It mends lacerated flesh speedily, prevents
the
and in all, minor ailments heals without leaving..LaTeation of pus,
scar. As a pain
PI? Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Larne
Bacle'Stiff Neck, Sore
Musdies, there is nathing that- arts rt:r....
,Tntoinptly or effectively.
PHU) MSc,80c and $1.00.per
Oottle
.:1AS. F. BALLAIi0,Proprietor
7
57.
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